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A guest lecture was organised for T.E IT and Computer engineering

students on the topic "Project selection guidance" and it was delivered by

an alumnus of XIE, Mr. Stefano Alvares who works as a Softaware

Developer in Ocean IT Solutions.

The guest lecture was conducted in LH 05 on 7th February 2020 and was

organised by Ms. Sulochana Devi and Ms. Nikita Lemos from I.T
Department and Ms. Kavita Jain from Computers respectively.

Total 120 sfudents attended the guest lecture and the objective of the

guest lecture was to provide an insight to the third year students about the

current trends in the IT industry and help them namow down their final
year project topics based on the discussed topics.

The speaker shared his views on trending topics such as ML, AI,IOT,
Block chain and so on. He also suggested few frameworks on which the

students can work, planning of the project, how to choose real world

problems and answered students queries too. The key point shared by the

speaker was to work on a topic which can be converted into a product.

The students were quite amazed at the different avenues available for

them and they also had an interaction with the speaker once the session

ended.

Student Feedback and Benehts: The students

interactive and informative and it will help them

per the current trends in the industry.
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